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■ FURNITURE TRENDS 2020/2021: THE RETURN OF THE VINTAGE 
 

With environmentalism becoming one of the burning mainstream topics these days, the interest for 
sustainable furniture and decor skyrockets. Promoting responsible environmental behavior inside a home 
has long surpassed the talks about chemicals and food and is now tapping into the realm of objects, 
materials and paints. 

While the industry explores different production technologies and promotes recycling, the growing 
popularity of vintage furniture and decor among the Millennial generation is lighting the way ahead. 

There are a couple of reasons why vintage furniture is becoming a go-to solution for many and since 
this trend is only expected to grow as we move forward, we bring you our insights on the future of the vintage 
furniture trend. 
 

               
 

Sourse: https://blog.sampleboard.com/furniture-trends-2020-2021-return-of-vintage/ 
 
■ GREAT MACHINES AND TOP NOTCH CUSTOMERS SERVICE SEE SALES GROW 
STRONGLY AT VWM 
 

VWM is a woodworking machinery service and supply company with over 40 years of experience 
specialing in the supply and service of new CNC routers. 

The company delivers numerous benefits for its customers holding spare parts in stock for all its 
agencies and the valuable resource that comes with having time-served engineers with over 20 years 
experience in the industry. 

Many of VWM’s long-established agency relationships go back 20 years or more, thus the wealth of 
experience and VWM enjoys with them is second to none. Take Technos for instance, its impressive range 
of CNC machines has been developed with expertise from VWM – sales director, Jason Varey describes the 
relationship more as partnership than a simple agency arrangement. 

Regarding training and on-going servicing, VWM’s engineers will leave a mobile contact number for 
the customer to call day or night (weekends as well) as the company believes this to be one of the key tenets 
of quality service back up. 
 

         
 
Sourse: https://www.furnitureproduction.net/news/articles/2021/04/2072925657-great-machines-and-top-
notch-customers-service-see-sales-grow 
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